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Australian Domicile vs Permanent
Place of Abode Overseas
international TAX FACTSHEET
Taxpayers who reside overseas
will need to prove a permanent
place of abode in order to not be
taxed as an Australian resident.

Background to The Case: Failing To
Satisfy the Permanent Place of
Abode Test.
The taxpayer had left Australia to work in Saudia

permanent place of abode overseas due to his ex-pat

A recent appeal before the full Federal Court

Arabia as an aircraft engineer, initially for a year-long

lifestyle and had conceded that he had an Australian

has underscored the importance of taxpayers

contract which was extended over time.

domicile.

The taxpayer was subject to an audit that led the Tax

What are the residency ‘tests’?

establishing and proving that they have a permanent
place of abode when they move overseas for work
purposes. Given how complex residency can be,
it’s an important ruling given how more and more
taxpayers are relocating for work or for work
opportunities.
In Australia, residency ‘tests’ are applied successively
and if one of them is met, a taxpayer will be
considered as an Australian resident for tax
purposes.
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Commissioner to issue an amended assessment for
the 2011 tax year to include income that had been
earned in Saudia Arabia.
The taxpayer appealed, however the Federal Court
agreed with the Tax Commissioner that a permanent
place of abode had not been established to satisfy

a resident under both the ordinary concepts test and
the domicile test.
In this case, the taxpayer was unable to establish a

The primary test for tax residency is called a ‘resides
test’ or ‘ordinary concepts’ tests.
If a taxpayer is found to reside in Australia, then
they are considered an Australian resident for tax
purposes and no other tests need to apply.

the ‘the permanent place of abode’ test. The

However, there are several other tests that will apply

Commissioner had determined that the taxpayer was

if the taxpayer doesn’t satisfy the resides test:

•

The domicile test - If their domicile is in

to people looking to enjoy an expat lifestyle: With

Australia, this will likely apply unless the ATO is

effective tax planning, much of the risk can be

satisfied that their permanent place of abode is

avoided.

outside Australia;
•

The 183-day test - If they are present in Australia

For more information about residency for tax
purposes, contact us on 02 9957 4033.

for more than 183 days within a tax year,
continuously or with breaks, then the taxpayer
might be considered to have a ‘constructive’
residence in Australia unless it can be shown
that they have a usual place of abode outside
Australia (and no intention of taking up
residence in Australia)
•

The superannuation test - This test is applicable
to Government employees working at overseas
postings and who are members of specific
superannuation schemes.

Why it’s important to get advice
Taxpayers who are temporary or permanent
residents in any tax jurisdiction face a number of
tests to determine where they should be paying
tax and assuming that moving offshore precludes a
taxpayer from tax is a naive assumption. While the
taxpayer has appealed the Federal Court Ruling with
an outcome pending, it’s an important reminder

Last updated February 2019. This factsheet is provided
for information purposes only and is correct at the time
of publishing. It should not be used in place of advice
from your accountant. Please contact us on 02 9957
4033 to discuss your specific circumstances.
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About us
Our Expertise

Domestically
Bates Cosgrave advises domestic and
international businesses.
We provide highly personalised services
across a wide range of industries with in-depth
knowledge in real estate, renewable energy,
import and distribution, health professionals,
inbound and outbound investments, and
innovative/start-up businesses.

Internationally
Although we are a boutique firm based in
Sydney, we have access to a strong global
network and specialise in advising cross-border
transactions and global structuring.
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Matt joined Bates Cosgrave in April of 2007 as a

Glenn is passionate about business improvement

manager and was promoted to Director from 1

and works with our clients to get the fundamentals

July 2009. Matt has a reputation for his technical

of their business right, serving as a mentor

expertise and experience in specialist advice

through their business journey of establishment,

to professionals including medical doctors,

growth and exiting when the time is right. His

professional investors and family offices,

approach has helped many businesses evolve

multinational companies.

from start-up to commericalisation and ultimately

His diverse knowledge on International tax,
expatriates tax, employee share schemes,
business structuring including cross border issues,
CGT and GST is formidable.

setting up their business in the best possible
position for sale. He also specialises in taxefficient structuring. Glenn’s extensive experience
as a strategic advisor ensures his clients have a
clear focus for their personal and business goals,

His industry knowledge is broad and includes

including a roadmap for future success and

medical services, real estate, pharmaceuticals and

alignment of multidisciplinary advice to achieve

technology companies. As tax advisors, we must

best outcomes. Glenn is also a professional

think ahead and consider not just the current

adviser to engineers, valuers, project managers,

situation but the future.

accountants, lawyers and high net worth

Good advice reflects not simply value now, but
lasting value.

individuals, with a strong portfolio of clients in
import and distribution, professional advisory and
innovative businesses.
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contact us
Bates Cosgrave
Chartered Accountants

PO Box 497

P: +61 2 9957 4033

Ground flour, 123 Walker Street

North Sydney NSW 2059

F: +61 2 9964 0610

North Sydney NSW 2060
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E: enquiry@batescosgrave.com.au
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